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established in 2000, creekside outfitters inc. is a family owned and operated business that is
dedicated to providing hunters with top-quality equipment and service. we take pride in our

company and in the fact that we are family owned and operated. we are passionate about our
industry, and we are committed to making a difference for hunters. we are proud to be associated

with the outdoor community because we are proud of our relationship with our customers. as a
result, our product line has evolved to meet the needs of today's hunter and to keep pace with the

most cutting edge technology. at creekside outfitters, we manufacture outdoor equipment and
supplies, primarily for hunting and fishing. we specialize in quality equipment, innovative designs,
and modern marketing techniques. creekside outfitters inc. is not just another company. we are a

family of hunters and outdoor enthusiasts that take pride in our company and the products we
produce. when you are looking for the best in scoped firearms, look no further than golden eagle
scopes. golden eagle scopes is a company that has been in business for over 15 years. they are

located in the heart of the rocky mountains. golden eagle scopes prides themselves on innovation,
design and quality. they are committed to bringing the very best scoped firearms to the market

place. golden eagle scopes is committed to helping hunters and shooters achieve their goals and
make a difference in their hunting and shooting experience. they are a family owned company, and
dedicated to the outdoors and hunting. be prepared for the ultimate backcountry experience with
the gsi reticule series. manufactured in canada by gsi, the reticules are the world's most rugged,

reliable backpacks. weighing just 12 pounds each, the reticules are engineered to provide stability
and protection from the elements with quality that will last for years. the reticules are designed for

backpackers who crave the freedom of fast travel and the security of a solid pack. the reticules
feature rugged fabrics, a full-length rain cover, water-repellant shell and a low-profile design for

maximum comfort. the gsi reticules are the perfect pack for backcountry enthusiasts looking for a
lightweight, stable, weatherproof pack that will last for years. with more than 10 years of experience
in the outdoor industry, gsi designs and manufactures backpack and luggage solutions that exceed

the demands of their users. with the reticule series, gsi is confident in the quality, durability and
performance that the line will bring to the market. gsi reticules are designed for backpackers who

crave the freedom of fast travel and the security of a solid pack.
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the columbia women's tote by rei is the ideal size for your everyday adventures. it has enough room
for your everyday essentials, and features a large main compartment, a separate sleeve for an

ipad®, and a clear id window. so no matter what you're doing, you can carry it all. a roll-top rain
cover and two interior mesh pockets make the tote easily accessible for organizing and storing your
gear. the large main compartment and separate sleeve offer plenty of room for your gear, and the

clear id window makes it easy to see. when you're finished packing, you can access the main
compartment from either side of the bag. the #1 gear company in the world? sometimes we just like
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to pretend. at badlands we're serious about gear. we've been hand-building the best gear in the
world for over three decades. we make the best quality in the world, period. whatever you need for
the outdoors, we've got you covered. we're not designing gear so you can win a fashion show or win
a popularity contest either. we're building gear to perform in the field. so leave the hard part to us.
you just focus on the hunt. it's unconditionally the best warranty in the business seriously. anything

with the badlands name or our famous red bull skull on it will be the absolute finest garment or piece
of gear you have ever owned, period. if you ever have an issue, whatever that might be, hit us up

directly at badlands and we'll get you taken care of. dog ate your backpack covered. slept too close
to the campfire and burned your jacket you might have questionable decision making skills but

you're still covered. when we said, seriously, we meant seriously. 5ec8ef588b
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